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       Introduction

Today is 06/13/2011 University Place, Washington. I would like to take the time to 
thank each and everyone of you for reading this Scientific work. I have attempted to discuss Tachyon 
particles changing states and the possible explanations as how this occurs in chapter 1. In chapter 2,  I 
create a practical application using Events, Signaling, and  Computers and how this can be applicable 
to the theory I am discussing.

I hope that you will find this work challenging and complex as it was intended to be.
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        Calculations of Symmetrical Bits 1st Dimension

I would now like to calculate the Energy for the Internal and External Networks based on the 
following diagram showing clockwise motion going from the 1st to 2nd dimension. The diagram shows 
subatomic particles in the 1st Dimension changing states from Neutrinos  to Tachyon particles. The 2nd 

dimension shows speed increases therefore the heat should be greater than the 1st dimension. Please 
find below the variables used for the calculations below.

& = Energy

D& = Difference of Energy masses

X = Internal Networks

Y = External Networks

M2 = Bit Strength Exponentiated

M1 = Bit Strength



The Barry Equality field equation  is below

                 &       =  (m2nd power – m1)*(c2-c1)

    &   =  (((2048*7*3) + (2048*6*1)) -(2048*4))) – (2048*4) * (186,0002nd power -186,000) 

    & =   (((43008) + (12288))-(8192)))*(34596000000-186,000)

    & =   47104*34595814000

    & =  1629601222656000

  I will now take the difference of energy between the Internal and External networks with the 
following. The Internal amount of networks is 27  areas 1 through 3 has 7 Internal  spaces and Area 4 
has  6 Internal spaces also the External network  has 4. spaces  Our Equation is based on differentiating 
Energy masses

X = 27 Internal Networks

Y = 4 External Networks



D& = 27 x – 4y

D& = ((27(2048*7*3)+(2048*6*1)) – 4(2048)

D& = ((27(43008+12288))

D& = 1492992-8192

D& = 1484800 measured in bits

 D&  =  1 Electron volt = 1.6021764 v 10-19th power

D&   = 1 Electron volt = 1.6021764 v 10-19th power

D&  =   1484800* 1.6021764 10-19th power

D& = 894111.53356800009321968739265828 measured in Volts



In previous works, such as Temporal Spatial equations I had to use static environments in other 
words calculations were based on being physically in  the dimension but in this case I am attempting to 
change states from 1st to 2nd this means I could not use the Dimension variable because the event has 
not occurred yet from 1st to 2nd.  I showed how energy is dynamic and not symmetrical but now the 
question is how to create dynamic dimensions utilizing counter clockwise motion, changing from 
tachyons to Neutrinos and when the event occurs in the 2nd dimension but has not happened in the 1st 

dimension. In order to apply this principle Inverse relationships I must first show how this is to be 
accomplished. The Equation belows shows spacing is not negative Dimensions, mass is Inversed from 
the normal Internal to External  and speed is positive showing decrease in speed also depending on the 
Quadrant shows dynamic variable decrease in speed

Variables

y = External Mass

x = Internal Mass

c = 186,000

Z = Dcounterclockwise

            

Z = (D2*2nd power - √ 2) ( y*2ndpower - √ x ) * (C 2nd  - √C2nd power) / Quadrant # 
     q1

                 q2
     q3
     q4



The proposed equation shows the following 

1. Space is not negative as shown in Dimensions

2. Mass is going from the 2nd to 1st because I am changing from Tachyons to Neutrinos so a loss of 
Energy has to be shown when crossing from the 2nd to the 1st...

3. Speed is decreasing from the 2nd to 1st .

4. Events in the 2nd Dimension have already occurred but not yet in the 1st.

      5. Depending on the Quadrant speed decreases from the 2nd to the 1st in variable dynamic fashion

The example would be I send a signal from the 2nd to the 1st in the 2nd dimension the event has 
already occurred but not yet in the 1st. When the signal is processed and sent back to the 2nd the event 
has not occurred yet because the mass and speed are binded to the 1st therefore Energy must be 
Regenerated from the 1st to 2nd to accept going past the speed of light in this case Neutrinos to 
Tachyons 1st to 2nd. In the counterclockwise the tachyons have to go through a decay process to allow it 
to be formed into the 1st dimension in the form of Neutrinos. Neutrinos have mass and are shown to go 
at the speed of light 186,000. Please find below the proposed Equation



Z = (D2*2nd power - √ 1) ( y *2ndpower - √ x ) * (C 2nd power - √C2nd power) / 
Quadrant # q1 =1

      q2 =2
      q3= 3
      q4= 4

Z  = (4- √1) (2048*4)-√ (2048*7*3) + (2048*6*1) * (186000*2nd power - √ 
186000*2nd power)

Z =  3 *(8192 – 207.38370234905152739091095795482) * (34596000000-186000) 
/q1,q2,q3,q4

Z = 3(7984.6162976509484726090890420452 * (34595814000/1)
 (34595814000/2)
 ( 34595814000/3)
 (34595814000/4)

Z = 3(276234300294900.85028196813920803)

 
Z = 828702900884702.55084590441762408 measured 1st quadrant

Z = 3( 7984.6162976509484726090890420452 * 17297907000)

Z = 414351450442351.27542295220881204 measured in 2nd Quadrant

Z = 3( 7984.6162976509484726090890420452 * 11531938000)



Z = 276234300294900.85028196813920803 measured in 3rd Quadrant

Z = 3(7984.6162976509484726090890420452  * 8648953500)

Z = 207175725221175.63771147610440602 measured in 4th Quadrant

As you can see going in a counterclockwise fashion Speed is decreased from the 2nd to 1st at the 
same time energy as it is going away from the Rotating Black hole energy is going through a decay 
process because the mass changes states from Tachyon to Neutrinos to Atoms.
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Practical Application for Tachyon and Neutrinos sub Atomic Particles

One of Science's tenets is to take a theory and create a practical application that can be 
applied to everyday use. I feel it is not enough to create a theory and not create a application that 
cannot be applied in principle. I will attempt to create a TCP/IP to  Mainframe language and 
Mainframe Application to TCP/IP.
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I will now go over the diagram. As  you can see the communication signal 1st event starts at the 
PC based server. Packets are  stripped and assembled in accordance with the OSI 7 stack layer 
protocol. The physical medium used in the 1st dimension is a Cat 6 cable this processes 1000 mbs.
The packets as they are traversing their way to the Rotating Black hole starts to accelerate and bit decay 
becomes less as a result because the signal is closer to the black hole in this case a router, Please note 
the further away bits are from the router decay starts to come into play. When the bits cross into the 1st 

Horizon bits are lossed and Regenerated into Mainframe packets  using Fiber Optic cable which 
processes bits much faster than Cat 6 cable ;therefore Energy is processed much faster and efficiently 
in the 2nd Dimension. In relations to events, the signal starts from A PC based server and has not been 
created in the 2nd dimension because speed is accelerating to the Event Horizon. This is in a clockwise 
fashion and shows sequential ordering of events. Below is a diagram showing counterclockwise 
motion. Please note the Repeater is used to strengthen the signal because as it goes further away from 
the  Router signaling becomes weaker bit decay becomes more frequent.
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I will now go over the counterclockwise motion and Event signaling. The Diagram 
showing Counterclockwise indicates that the 2nd Event uses a physical medium Fiber optic cable 
producing much greater speed than the Cat 6 Ethernet cable thus in the Mainframe server Event B the 
signal has already occurred in the 2nd dimension. Bits are processed at greater speeds which is mass 
thus Energy is produced more efficiently due to the 2nd dimension's medium Fiber optic cable. As 
Energy is going through a Regeneration process to the 1st dimension we see speeds are going at Cat 6 
or 1000 mbs and as I move away from the Rotating black hole or Router Bit decay becomes more 
frequent then energy goes through a decay process. The Event in B  has already occurred but A is 
losing speed and Bit decay is greater in the 1st dimension because of the physical media CAT 6 
Ethernet Cable allowing Energy decay to accelerate as I move away from the Rotating Black hole or 
Router.

I have attempted to provide a practical application to the theory I proposed so that this 
can be better understood it does not entirely cover the whole theory I attempted to explain but this gives 
a better illustration as to how this can be applied in practice.

Dated 06/13/2011

Barry L. Crouse


